
We had a special edition of our internal company update last month, with our representative at Cure Kids

joining us to share more about the incredible work they've done over the past year. Supporting Cure Kids is

a big part of who we are, and many of our team gatherings are geared around fundraising. We have

another busy calendar of fundraising events organised by our Cure Kids committee this year, including

upcoming adventure races with several teams ready and raring to get involved.

I'd also like to pay special mention to our other communities doing the mahi in Theta - including our Green

Team and Te Ao Māori group. We've seen some super ideas and initiatives coming out of these teams. 

We recently moved premises in Wellington, with more space and facilities for our team. And another round

of our English Development Programme for new Kiwis has taken place - so far, over 40 staff have

completed the course. The Women Rising and Male Allies programme continues to be popular, and we've

just seen our biggest intake of Male Allies since we started participating in the programme in 2021.

In this edition of Thetagram

Copilot and GenAI remain a hot topic. If you're considering activating Microsoft 365 Copilot, we highly

recommend a readiness assessment beforehand to ensure you do it safely and effectively. Soheil Bakhshi

also shares his expert advice on Copilot for Power BI, and Jim Taylor gives us the inside scoop from the

Microsoft AI Tour.

Sudeep Ghatak, our Collaboration Solutions Practice Lead and Microsoft MVP, recently released the

second edition of a Microsoft 365 and SharePoint Online Cookbook. We're super proud of what Sudeep

has achieved - it's a fantastic resource. Grab your copy today using the special discount code he's

provided.  

Read more about Hawkins Watts' experience with an upgrade to Dynamics 365 Business Central and

review cyber security framework recommendations from our Head of Cyber Security, Liz Knight. 

From our Product team, check out our new GenAI infused supplier management solution, helping your

organisation have a much faster supplier onboarding process.  

Finally, meet our new cloud specialist Carel Wentzel. 

Regards

Rob Lee, CEO

Theta
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Book your Microsoft 365 Copilot

readiness assessment

Considering activating Microsoft 365 Copilot across

your organisation? Our fixed price readiness

assessment is a proactive first step to ensure you use

it securely and effectively. 

Learn more

Saving 40 hours p/m with Microsoft

Dynamics 365 Business Central

Theta helped Hawkins Watts to upgrade from an

ageing NAV ERP system to Dynamics 365 Business

Central, including customisations with add-ons and

extensions, to save time and improve efficiency.

Read more about their experience

Selecting a cyber security framework

There are several cyber security frameworks that help

to provide a structured, measurable and proactive

approach to maturing your cyber security, protecting

your assets and minimising the impact of cyber

threats.

Which framework is right for you?

Jim's inside scoop

Emerging Technologies Architect Jim Taylor

discovered the latest AI advancements during his

time at the Microsoft AI Tour. From building your own

Copilots to AI in healthcare, here's his summary.

Microsoft AI Tour highlights

*NEW* Assess docs instantly using

GenAI

Speed up your supplier onboarding using GenAI.

EVA Check-in Supplier Management now uses AI to

review vendors' documents against your supply chain

criteria. 

Learn more

Copilot for Power BI - Soheil's tips

There are just a few things to remember when getting

started with Copilot for Power BI. Our Principal

Consultant in Data and Insights and Microsoft MVP,

Soheil Bakhshi, shares his tips & tricks.

Explore Copilot for Power BI

Microsoft 365 and SharePoint Online Cookbook -

Second Edition: A complete guide to Microsoft

Office 365 apps including SharePoint, Power

Platform, Copilot and more.

Our Microsoft MVP and Collaboration Solutions Practice

Lead Sudeep Ghatak has kindly shared a discount code

for his latest publication, for those interested in supporting

him and his co-authors.

Discount link here

MEET US

We have plenty of talented new specialists starting with us every month, and we thought

you'd like to get to know them.

Carel Wentzel joins us as a cloud specialist. With 20+ years of IT experience, largely in

enterprise environments and professional services, he's cloud platform agnostic and has

deep knowledge in AWS and Microsoft Azure. He's a hands-on 'one-stop-shop' for

consulting, architecture and delivery. Welcome, Carel.
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